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INTRODUCTION 
When producing shelf-stable foods, the preservation process can be designed to eliminate spoilage as well 

as ensure microbial safety. The spoilage probability is used to estimate the number of spoiled containers 

within a total batch of processed products.

If the goal of the preservation process is to achieve a probability of one survivor from the microbial 

population for all containers processed, then:

r =
10F/D

N0

where r is the number of containers exposed to the preservation process, N0 is the initial population of 

spoilage microorganisms in each container, F is the thermal death time,  and D is the decimal reduction time 

(the time necessary for a 90% reduction in the microbial population). The value on the left side of the 

equation represents the total number of containers processed (r) resulting in one container with spoilage.

For example to estimate the spoilage probability of a 50-minute process at 113˚C when D113=4 minutes, and 

the initial microbial population is 104 per container. From the equation given:

r =
1050/4

104
=

1012.5

104
= 3.16� 108

Spoilage of one container in 3.16×108 can be expected, or approximately three containers from 109 

containers processed.

The task is to estimate the spoilage probability of a 45-minute process at 118˚C when D118=3.5 minutes, and 

the initial microbial population is 2×105 per container.

r =
1045/3.5

2� 105
= 3.6� 107

Read through the following program to calculate this value and try to figure out what is happening. Will it 

work correctly?

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

int main(void)
{
    int r, F, D, N0;
    scanf(“%d%d%d”, &F, &D, &N0);
    r = pow(10,(F/D))/N0;
    printf(“%d”, r);
    return 0;
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}

Here is the program working:

> ./a.out
45 3.5 2e5
622503

WHAT’S WRONG? 
There are a number of problems with the program, but none that stop it being compiled. As far as the 

compiler is concerned the program is syntactically  correct - so it will compile. The biggest problem is of 

course that the answer produced is not correct. 

Problem #1: It doesn’t produce the right answer
The first problem is the one that prevents a correct answer being calculated. This is due to the fact that the 

variables used have been declared as type int (integer). The problem with this is that the input, and the 

calculations themselves involve floating-point numbers that are not integers. So, instead of using an int, the 

variables should be declared as double.  Doing this means the %d in the scanf  and printf should also be 

changed to %lf  to facilitate input and output of floating-point numbers. What was happening before is that 

when the user entered the value 3.5, the value stored in the variable D was 3,  because D was only capable of 

storing whole numbers. Also, because D=3, then F/D becomes 45/3 as integer division is invoked, with the 

result being 15 (if D=4, then 45/4 = 11). The next portion of the program then tries, to calculate 1015 which is 

too large for an int to store -  leading to integer overflow (a value something like -2147483648). The re-

configured program looks like this:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

int main(void)
{
    double r, F, D, N0;
    scanf(“%lf%lf%lf”, &F, &D, &N0);
    r = pow(10,(F/D))/N0;
    printf(“%lf”, r);
    return 0;
}

Now when we compile and run the program, we get:

! > ./a.out
! 45 3.5 2e5
! 35984283.650058
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The answer is now correct, albeit not expressed in scientific notation. This can be fixed by modifying the 

format descriptor %lf in the printf statement. Changing it to %.2le, means that the answer will be printed out 

in scientific notation to 2 decimal places. Now the program runs as:

! > ./a.out
! 45 3.5 2e5
! 3.60e+07

Problem #2: It suffers from readability issues
With the logical problems solved, the more aesthetic issues can be dealt with. Who cares about aesthetics? 

The computer certainly doesn’t -  but it doesn’t write the code, which has to be readable. The program as it 

exists has no identifying features. No one knows what the input or output represents or what the calculation 

does. This could be remedied by dealing with the names of variables, and input/output prompts. The 

program could also benefit from some comments and whitespacing (paragraphing) between sections of 

code. The variable names in the original program are exact copies of those used in the equation. To improve 

the readability, these names should become more descriptive. 

There are four variables in the program, representing the following information:

1. thermal death time (F)

2. decimal reduction time (D)

3. initial population of spoilage microorganisms (N0)

4. number of containers processed resulting in one spoiled container (r)

Obviously creating a variable identifier called thermalDeathTime is just as unusable as F, because it is too 

long. A variable identifier like init_pop_spoilage_micro is even worse. The trick is to make it a reasonable 

length, whilst being descriptive. Examples include:

! thrmDthTm, thrmlDT, thrmTime, thrmDth_T
! reductTm, rdctTime, reduct_T
! initPop, initPopSM, init_Pop
! numCont, n_cont, Ncont

If the variable names in bold are substituted into the program:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

int main(void)
{
    double n_cont, thrmDth_T, reduct_T, initPop;
    scanf(“%lf%lf%lf”, &thrmDth_T, &reduct_T, &initPop);
    n_cont = pow(10,(thrmDth_T/reduct_T))/initPop;
    printf(“%.2le”, n_cont);
    return 0;
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}

Now the program has become more descriptive and has reduced the need for overly wordy comments. Next  

paragraphing can be used to add more white-space: separate the variable declaration section, the input, the 

calculations, and the output.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

int main(void)
{
    double n_cont, thrmDth_T, reduct_T, initPop;

    scanf(“%lf%lf%lf”, &thrmDth_T, &reduct_T, &initPop);

    n_cont = pow(10,(thrmDth_T/reduct_T))/initPop;
    printf(“%.2le”, n_cont);

    return 0;
}

Problem #3: It suffers from usability issues
The next issue deals with the input/output prompts. As it stands, there is no way for the user to know how 

many inputs there are, or what order they are in. This makes the program challenging to use from a usability 

point of view. A better way is to use printf statements prior to the scanf, which actually prompts the user for 

the information. Something like:

! printf(“Enter the thermal death time, decimal reduction time);
! printf(“and initial population of microorganisms:);

This is usable, but it may be confusing, for instance some users might try to use commas to separate the 

input, for example:

! 45,3.5,2e5

The program might be made more usable by breaking the input into several segments, for example:

! printf(“Thermal death time (min): “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &thrmDth_T);
! printf(“Decimal reduction time (min): “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &reduct_T);
! printf(“Initial population of microorganisms: “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &initPop);
!
Now the output should actually provide the user with more information:
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! printf(“%.2le containers must be processed\n”, n_cont);

But this fails to provide a context. A better output is to go back to the problem space and look at what is 

being calculated - the probability of spoilage. If this information is used, then the printf could be changed to: 

! printf(“Spoilage of 1 container in %.2le can be expected.\n”, n_cont);

Even without comments, the code itself now tells a story. So putting this all together gives:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

int main(void)
{
    double n_cont, thrmDth_T, reduct_T, initPop;

!     printf(“Thermal death time (min): “);
!     scanf(“%lf”, &thrmDth_T);
!     printf(“Decimal reduction time (min): “);
!     scanf(“%lf”, &reduct_T);
!     printf(“Initial population of microorganisms: “);
!     scanf(“%lf”, &initPop);

    n_cont = pow(10,(thrmDth_T/reduct_T))/initPop;

!     printf(“Spoilage of 1 container in %.2le can be expected.\n”, n_cont);

    return 0;
}
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Problem #4: It doesn’t have comments
Now if we add comments, the circle is complete!

// Program to calculate spoilage probability
// Author: Michael Wirth
// Written: June, 2012

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

int main(void)
{
    double n_cont, thrmDth_T, reduct_T, initPop;

!     // Gather user input
          printf(“Thermal death time (min): “);
!     scanf(“%lf”, &thrmDth_T);
!     printf(“Decimal reduction time (min): “);
!     scanf(“%lf”, &reduct_T);
!     printf(“Initial population of microorganisms: “);
!     scanf(“%lf”, &initPop);

    // Calculate the number of containers exposed.
    // n_cont represents the total number of containers 
    // processed resulting in one container with spoilage.
    n_cont = pow(10,(thrmDth_T/reduct_T))/initPop;

!     // Print spoilage probability
!     printf(“Spoilage of 1 container in %.2le can be expected.\n”, n_cont);

    return 0;
}
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